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The European Union and Human Security
2009-12-16

examines european external interventions in human security in order to
illustrate the evolution and nature of the european union as a global
political actor

The Singapore Lion 2010

irene ng has written a book that gives a comprehensive portrayal of mr
rajaratnam one of singapore s outstanding leaders who played a crucial
part in the momentous and crisis ridden transition to iindependence this is
a book about the man and his wisdom one would fail to appreciate him
until one reads this absorbing book and reflects on the acuity and
breadth of his insights and his wisdom s r nathan president of singapore in
the course of a thirty three year career in diplomacy i met many great
leaders having done so i can confidently assert that s rajaratnam was
one of the greatest leaders i met sadly few in singapore understand how
great rajaratnam was this well researched comprehensive volume by irene
ng therefore fills a real need both singaporeans and non singaporeans
will benefit a lot from reading it kishore mahbubani dean lee kuan yew
school of public policy national university of singapore rajaratnam is
one of the founding fathers of modern singapore he was singapore s first
and longest serving foreign minister he was a rebel and a revolutionary
he was an intellectual and a man of action in this wonderful book irene
ng tells the story of this remarkable leader of singapore i found the book
both enjoyable and insightful tommy koh ambassador at large singapore

2 2012-12-01

a core study text for the att qualification

Stories of Practice: Tourism Policy and
Planning 2016-04-01

analyses of contemporary tourism planning and policymaking practice at
local to global scales is lacking and there is an urgent need for research
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that informs theory and practice illustrated with a set of cohesive
theoretically informed international case studies constructed through
storytelling this volume expands readers knowledge about how tourism
planning and policymaking takes place challenging traditional notions of
tourism planning and policy processes this book also provides critical
insights into how theoretical concepts and frameworks are applied in
tourism planning and policy making practice at different spatial scales
the book engages readers in the intellectual political moral and ethical
issues that often surround tourism policymaking and planning
highlighting the great value of reflective learning grounded in the social
sciences and revealing the complexity of tourism planning and policy

Musical Instruments in the 21st Century
2016-12-09

by exploring the many different types and forms of contemporary musical
instruments this book contributes to a better understanding of the
conditions of instrumentality in the 21st century providing insights from
science humanities and the arts authors from a wide range of disciplines
discuss the following questions what are the conditions under which an
object is recognized as a musical instrument what are the actions and
procedures typically associated with musical instruments what kind of
mental and physical knowledge do we access in order to recognize or use
something as a musical instrument how is this knowledge being shaped by
cultural conventions and temporal conditions how do algorithmic
processes change the game of musical performance and as a result how
do they affect notions of instrumentality how do we address the
question of instrumental identity within an instrument s design process
what properties can be used to differentiate successful and unsuccessful
instruments do these properties also contribute to the instrumentality
of an object in general what does success mean within an artistic
commercial technological or scientific context

Quality Assessment of Visual Content
2022-10-19

this book provides readers with a comprehensive review of image quality
assessment technology particularly applications on screen content
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images 3d synthesized images sonar images enhanced images light field
images vr images and super resolution images it covers topics containing
structural variation analysis sparse reference information multiscale
natural scene statistical analysis task and visual perception contour
degradation measurement spatial angular measurement local and global
assessment metrics and more all of the image quality assessment
algorithms of this book have a high efficiency with better performance
compared to other image quality assessment algorithms and the
performance of these approaches mentioned above can be demonstrated by
the results of experiments on real world images on the basis of this
those interested in relevant fields can use the results obtained through
these quality assessment algorithms for further image processing the
goal of this book is to facilitate the use of these image quality
assessment algorithms by engineers and scientists from various disciplines
such as optics electronics math photography techniques and
computation techniques the book can serve as a reference for graduate
students who are interested in image quality assessment techniques for
front line researchers practicing these methods and for domain experts
working in this area or conducting related application development

Military Review 2012

architecture and freehand drawing are inextricably linked even in the
gothic period the principle applied what you can t build you at least
draw the same applies to the sketches of wolf dprix co founder and ceo
of coop himmelb l au over the 53 years of their creation prix s sketches
formed the first stage of every design despite rapid developments in digital
architecture whereas his freehand drawings were proxies for completed
projects in the 1960s and 1970s today they serve as strategic guides
to the firm s complex buildings from 2 800 archival drawings 1 300
examples were selected for publication to represent developmental
dynamics in an archive like format as invaluable documents of
architectural history they illustrate some 320 selected projects

Professional Journal of the United States Army
2012-03

the international accounting standards board iasb and its international
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financial reporting standards ifrss have acquired a central position in
the practice and regulation of financial reporting around the world as a
unique instance of a private sector body setting standards with legal
force in many jurisdictions the iasb s rise to prominence has been
accompanied by vivid political debates about its governance and
accountability similarly the iasb s often innovative attempts to change
the face of financial reporting have made it the centre of numerous
controversies this book traces the history of the iasb from its
foundation as successor to the international accounting standards
committee iasc and discusses its operation changing membership and
leadership the development of its standards and their reception in
jurisdictions around the world the book gives particular attention to
the iasb s relationships with the european union the united states and
japan as well as to the impact of the financial crisis on the iasb s work
by its in depth coverage of the history of the iasb the book provides
essential background information that will enrich the perspective of
everyone who has to deal with ifrss or the iasb at a technical or policy
making level

Out of the Clouds. 2022-05-23

the ongoing global financial crisis was not simply the fault of the
financial sector bankers households and governments had all entered a
spiral of greed selfishness and impatience in pursuit of their respective
aims of higher remuneration greater consumption and enhanced popularity
the outcome besides costly bank bailouts has been rising private and
public debt and stagnant economies economics the ruling paradigm in
today s society can explain their motivation of self interest but not the
underlying irrationality of their behavior taking a view from scripture
philip davis critiques the overall aims of individuals as assumed by
economics wealth consumption and power in contrast to jesus
proclamation of the kingdom of god the love for god and neighbor and
responsible stewardship of resources in doing so he aims to equip
christians to better understand the crisis from a kingdom perspective to
provide the church with a distinctive voice in these troubled times and to
press for radical christian solutions to address the underlying
difficulties this little book aims to redress the gap in christians
understanding that led the theologian jurgen moltmann to remark
trenchantly the neglect of economics is a wound in the side of the church
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Aiming for Global Accounting Standards
2015-03-26

korea 2010 politics economy and society contains concise overview
articles covering domestic developments and the economy in both south
and north korea as well as inter korean relations and foreign relations
of the two koreas in 2009 a detailed chronology complements these
articles

The Crisis and the Kingdom 2012-01-01

the updated edition of the bestselling title trust is the first serious
response to the era of post financial and political meltdown dr anthony
seldon lays out a blueprint for regaining trust within the national life in
part a wide ranging meditation on notions of trust and responsibility in
civic society trust is a powerful and important analysis of ten essential
areas where trust in national life has broken down using examples from
throughout the world and from history it offers ten solutions for a
better more positive future

Korea 2010 2010-08-18

this key code and handbook examines the corporate governance and
accountability of major banks their directors and executives which were
the central focus of bank supervisor regulator and governmental
activity and public scrutiny in 2018 and 2019 this book explores this
responsibility focus by providing evidence from the global financial crisis
and beyond with both apra and asic investigating illegal conduct
misconduct and conduct which was below the level of community
expectations this book discusses how the royal commission into
misconduct in the banking and financial services industry has already
given rise to a detailed final report whose recommendations are still
being put into effect further this book uses evidence provided by the large
number of prudential standards issued by apra and investigations into
the conduct of major banks by regulators this book explores governance
variables over 1 700 in number and grouped into 159 key groupings or
separate categories which are all indexed to 28 governmental
regulatory and supervisory reports and documents to create a
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governance code and commentary specifically tailored to australian
banks each governance variable is modelled on the stage 1 relational
approach contained in enhancing firm sustainability through governance
given the huge interest in the governance of banks parts 1 and 2
explaining the relational approach of stage 1 were recently published in
november 2018 and june 2019 in the australian journal of corporate
law this book is the largest reference book and handbook in publication
worldwide containing the structures mechanisms processes and
protocols the checks and balances we call governance variables that
deeply addresses and explains banking accountability and regulation in
australia

Trust 2011-10-31

the south caucasus region comprising the former soviet states of
armenia azerbaijan and georgia occupies a key strategic location
squeezed between the black and caspian seas iran russia and turkey since
the disintegration of the soviet union in 1991 the region has become an
arena of geopolitical confrontation with regional powers such as
russia turkey and iran vying for influence in the face of growing western
involvement the russian military intervention in georgia in 2008 not only
raised questions about moscow s intentions towards its near abroad
and the future direction of its foreign policy it also demonstrated that
ostensibly local separatist disputes have serious ramifications for
regional relations and the wider international community in this book
german explores the extent of regional cooperation in the south
caucasus analyses the reasons for the relative lack of regional
cooperation and assesses the potential for deeper cooperation in the
future

The Key Code and Advanced Handbook for the
Governance and Supervision of Banks in
Australia 2021-10-12

the inside story of a wicked problem what should australia do about
climate change a succession of leaders has tried to answer this question
and come unstuck politicians and public servants call it a wicked
problem one highly resistant to solution and many approaches have been
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developed and discarded by the major parties some believe australia s
dependence on coal makes effective action impossible in this book award
winning journalist philip chubb examines the tenacity of fossil fuel
interests and their allies in business politics and the media when their
power is challenged he reveals and analyses the political strategies of
prime ministers kevin rudd and julia gillard as they tried to overcome the
obstacles created by australia s carbon intensive economy this is a
dramatic study of leadership replete with new revelations using more
than 75 interviews with key figures including julia gillard kevin rudd
wayne swan greg combet and penny wong freedom of information requests
and good old fashioned leaks chubb gives a persuasive account of
success and failure in climate policy and of the strategies that leaders
must use in future

Regional Cooperation in the South Caucasus
2016-04-08

the term conservative when employed today in reference to politicians
and beliefs can denote groups as diverse and incompatible as the religious
right libertarians and opponents of large centralized government yet the
original conservative philosophy first developed in the eighteenth
century by edmund burke was most concerned with managing change this
kind of genuine conservatism has a renewed relevance in a complex world
where change is rapid pervasive and dislocating in conservatism kieron o
hara presents a thought provoking revision of the traditional
conservative philosophy here crafted for the modern age as o hara
argues conservatism transcends traditional politics and has surprising
applications not least as the most appropriate and practical response
to climate change he shows what a properly conservative ideology
looks like today and draws on such great conservative thinkers as burke
and adam smith philosophers from plato to wittgenstein and
contemporary social commentators such as nassim nicholas taleb ulrich
beck and jared diamond in order to outline how conservative philosophy
lays bare our failure to understand our own society o hara proves as
well that conservatism is distinct from neo liberalism neo conservatism
and the extreme positions of many of today s most outspoken
commentators in this comprehensive and detailed description of a
philosophy of change and innovation o hara shows how conservatism
can be an ideology sensitive to cultural differences among the united
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states europe the middle east and elsewhere as well he highlights key
issues of technology trust and privacy conservatism is a provocative
read and a level headed guide to cutting through the many voices of
policy makers and pundits claiming to represent conservative points of
view

Power Failure 2014-05-12

getting to zero takes on the much debated goal of nuclear zero exploring
the serious policy questions raised by nuclear disarmament and
suggesting practical steps for the nuclear weapon states to take to
achieve it it documents the successes and failures of six decades of
attempts to control nuclear weapons proliferation and within this
context asks the urgent questions that world leaders politicians ngos
and scholars must address in the years ahead

Conservatism 2011-06-15

this edited collection examines commonwealth administration under the
leadership prime minister kevin rudd from 2007 2010 this was a
remarkable period in australian history rudd s government was elected in
2007 with an ambitious program for change however as the chapters in
this book demonstrate these ambitions were thwarted by a range of
factors not the least being rudd s failure to press ahead when he
confronted road blocks such the ets or managing his massive agenda
which constantly elevated issues to first order priority although he
started his term with stratospheric approval ratings only two years
later his support had collapsed and on 24 july 2010 he became the first
sitting prime minister to be removed by his own party before the expiry of
his first term in this book expert contributors consider the rudd
government s policy institutional and political legacy the 14 chapters
are organised into four sections outlining the issues and agendas that
guided rudd s government changes to the institutions of state such as
the public service and parliament followed by discussions of key issues
and policies that marked rudd s term in office the final section examines
rudd s leadership and reflects on the personal foibles and political
factors that brought his prime ministership undone the rudd government
has been produced by the anzsog institute for governance at the
university of canberra it is the tenth in a series of books on successive
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commonwealth administrations each volume has provided a chronicle and
commentary of major events policies and issues that have dominated
successive administrations since 1983 as with previous volumes in the
series contributors have been drawn from a range of universities and
other organisations publisher s website

Getting to Zero 2011-03-02

the global social justice movement attempts to build a more equitable
democratic and environmentally sustainable world however this book
argues that actors involved need to recognise knowledge including
scientific and technological systems to a greater extent than they
presently do the rise of the occupy movement the arab spring and the
wikileaks controversy has demonstrated that the internet can play an
important role in helping people to organise against unjust systems while
governments may be able to control individual activists they can no
longer control the flow of information however the existence of new
information and communications technologies does not in itself
guarantee that peoples movements will win out against authoritarian
governments or the power of economic elites drawing on extensive
interviews and fieldwork this book illustrates the importance of
contributions from local movements around the world to the struggle
for global justice including detailed case studies on opposition to
genetically modified crops in the south of india and the digital liberties
movement this book is vital reading for anyone trying to understand the
changing relationship between science technology and progressive
movements around the world this book will be of interest to students
and scholars of international politics social movements global justice
and internet politics

The Rudd Government 2010-12-01

illustrated most dramatically by the events of 9 11 and the subsequent
war on terror violence represents a challenge to democratic politics
and to the establishment of liberal democratic regimes liberal
democracies have themselves not hesitated to use violence and restrict
civil liberties as a response to such challenges these issues are at the
centre of global politics and figure prominently in political debates
today concerning multiculturalism political exclusion and the politics
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of gender this book takes up these topics with reference to a wide range
of case studies covering latin america the middle east africa asia and
europe it provides a theoretical framework clarifying the relationship
between democracy and violence and presents original research surveying
current hot spots of violent conflict and the ways in which violence
affects the prospects for democratic politics and for gender equality
based on field work carried out by specialists in the areas covered this
volume will be of high interest to students of democratic politics and
to all those concerned with ways in which the recourse to violence
could be reduced in a global context this book has significant
implications for policy makers involved in attempts to develop safer and
more peaceful ways of handling political and social conflict this book
was published as a special issue of democratizations

Global Justice and the Politics of Information
2014-09-19

to date reconfigurable manufacturing systems rmss are among the most
effective manufacturing styles that can offer manufacturers an
alternative way of facing up to the challenges of continual changes in
production requirements within the global competitive and dynamic
manufacturing environments however availability of optimal process
plans that are suitable for reconfigurable manufacturing is one of the
key enablers yet to be fully unlocked for realizing the full benefits of
true rmss to unlock the process planning key and advance the state of
art of reconfigurable manufacturing in the manufacturing industry a
number of questions need to be answered i what decision making models
and ii what computational techniques can be applied to provide optimal
manufacturing process planning solutions that are suitable for logical
reconfiguration in manufacturing systems to answer these questions you
must understand how to model reconfigurable manufacturing activities
in an optimization perspective you must also understand how to develop
and select appropriate optimization techniques for solving process
planning problems in manufacturing systems to this end process planning
optimization in reconfigurable manufacturing systems covers the design
and operation of rmss optimal process planning modelling for
reconfigurable manufacturing and the design and implementation of
heuristic algorithm design techniques the author explores how to model
optimization problems select suitable optimization techniques develop
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optimization algorithms comparatively analyze the performance of
candidate metaheuristics and how to investigate the effects of optimal
process planning solutions on operating levels in manufacturing systems
this book delineates five alternative heuristic algorithm design
techniques based on simulated annealing genetic algorithms and the
boltzmann machine that are tasked to solve manufacturing process
planning optimization problems in rmss after reading this book you will
understand how a reconfigurable manufacturing system works the
different types of manufacturing optimization problems associated with
reconfigurable manufacturing as well as the conventional and
intelligent techniques that are suitable for solving process planning
optimization problems you will also be able to develop and implement
effective optimization procedures and algorithms for a wide spectrum of
optimization problems in design and reconfigurable manufacturing

Democracy and Violence 2013-09-13

this revealing portrait of the famously wealthy persian gulf city
investigates the human cost of its miraculous rise to global prominence
in less than two decades dubai has transformed itself from an obscure
territory of the united arab emirates into a global center for business
tourism and luxury living with astonishing skyscrapers and tax free
incomes its rulers have made dubai into a playground for the global elite
while skillfully downplaying its systemic human rights abuses and
suppression of dissent it is a fascinating case study in light speed urban
development massive immigration and vertiginous inequality in dubai gilded
cage sociologist syed ali delves beneath the dazzling surface to analyze
how and at what cost dubai has achieved its success ali brings alive a
society rigidly divided between expatriate westerners enjoying opulent
lifestyles on short term work visas native emiratis who are largely
passive observers and workers from the developing world who provide
the manual labor and domestic service needed to keep the emirate running
often at great personal cost at last a comprehensive expose of the
economic and sexual exploitation that erected this utopia of greed syed
ali has seen the future in dubai and it doesn t work mike davis author of
planet of slums
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Process Planning Optimization in Reconfigurable
Manufacturing Systems 2010-09

featuring essays by an international array of literature scholars this
volume examines the challenges and opportunities of teaching literature
at open and virtual universities in a wide range of national cultural and
linguistic contexts it presents cutting edge explorations of seminal
issues including literature pedagogy and curriculum building canon and
theory debates the uses of hypertext and other digital tools for
literary instruction the writing and evaluation of educational material
and the teaching of digital literature these issues are addressed from
various critical and theoretical viewpoints which reflect the
contributors long educational and administrative involvement with open
and distance learning odl in a rich diversity of cultural and academic
frameworks as the first scholarly attempt to bring together questions
of literature pedagogy and issues in open and distance online and blended
learning this book is an essential resource for literature instructors
and administrators in odl e learning and b learning programs it offers
techniques enabling scholars in more traditional academic settings to
make literature courses more effective and stimulating by using tools
developed for distance learning

Dubai 2010-05-28

this book analyses the south asian preferential trade agreements with
reference to the wto jurisprudence it offers a comprehensive analysis of
the factors undermining economic integration in south asia and
recommends possible ways for confronting them

Teaching Literature at a Distance 2011-11-03

bringing together a range of south asian perspectives on rising china in a
comparative framework an attempt has been made for the first time to
identify and examine the political economic and socio cultural
stakeholders and constituencies that influence the respective policy of
individual south asian countries towards china the essays also project
how their mutual relations are likely to be shaped by these the book is
especially relevant today owing to china s growing weight in asian and
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global affairs

Economic Integration in South Asia
2012-03-28

despite the current recession the frequency of second home ownership is
still surprisingly high throughout the western world while the uk and
ireland previously had lower occurrences of multiple dwellings
compared to the rest of europe they are quickly catching up with a
current surge in the ownership of second homes the recent mp expenses
scandal in the uk has also drawn attention to the prevalence of second
homes or more within the middle classes and the fact that the concept is
becoming increasingly popular chris paris uses this text to address the
reasons behind why second homes are becoming more popular both within
the usual domicile of the individuals and in international locations the
socioeconomic factors and historical contexts of homes in cultures
across the world are fundamental to explaining the choices in
transnational home ownership and paris case studies and comparisons
between additional homes in europe australia america and asia expand
upon the motivation for people to own a second home affluence mobility
and second home ownership draws together debates on gentrification
globalisation consumerism environmental factors and investment to
provide a balanced look at the pros and cons of second home ownership
and what implications it has for the future an ideal text for students
studying geography urbanism and planning this book is also of interest
to individuals interested in the changing ways in which we make choices on
our places of residence

A Resurgent China 2013-11-12

the indian ocean tsunami which devastated 70 percent of sri lanka s
coastline and killed an estimated 35 000 people was remarkable both for
the magnitude of the disaster and for the unprecedented scale of the relief
and recovery operations mounted by national and international agencies
the reconstruction process was soon hampered by political patronage
by the competing efforts of hundreds of foreign humanitarian
organizations and by the ongoing civil war the book is framed within this
larger political and social context offering descriptions and
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comparisons between two regions southwest vs eastern coast and four
ethnic communities sinhalese tamils muslims and burghers to illustrate
how disaster relief unfolded in a culturally pluralistic political
landscape approaching the issue from four disciplinary perspectives
anthropology demography political science and disaster studies
chapters by experts in the field analyse regional and ethnic patterns of
post tsunami reconstruction according to different sectors of sri
lankan society demonstrating the key importance of comprehending the
local cultural contexts of disaster recovery processes the book is a
timely and useful contribution to the existing literature

Affluence, Mobility and Second Home Ownership
2010-10-04

in march 2009 the association of women for action and research aware
was briefly taken over by a christian faction their coup was overturned
within a matter of weeks but the episode highlighted a variety of issues
including the role of religion in civil society sex education
homosexuality state intervention and media engagement although the
immediate issue was control of an activist group concerned with women
s rights it has implications for the agendas and concerns of ngos culture
wars the processes of citizenry mobilization mass participation and noisy
democracy and liberal voices in contemporary singapore in this book
academics and public intellectuals examine the aware saga within the
context of singapore s civil society considering the political and
historical background and how the issues it raised relate to
contemporary societal trends in addition to documenting a milestone
event for singapore s civil society the authors offer provocative
interpretations that will interest a broad range of readers

Tsunami Recovery in Sri Lanka 2013-05-13

since the early 1990s governments and development agencies have become
increasingly preoccupied with the pursuit of regional competitiveness
however there is considerable confusion around what exactly regional
competitiveness means how it might be achieved whether and how it can be
measured and whether it is a meaningful and appropriate goal for
regional economies the central aim of this book is to provide a
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comprehensive and critical account of these debates with reference to
theory policy and practice and thus to explore the meaning and value of
the concept of regional competitiveness the book is structured into three
parts part one introduces the concept of regional competitiveness by
tracing its origins and exploring its different meanings in regional
economic development this will critically engage with political economy
approaches to understanding the nature and dominance of the
competitiveness discourse part two interrogates the pursuit of regional
competitiveness in policy and practice this critically evaluates the
degree to which the pursuit of competitiveness is encouraging
convergence in policy agendas in regions through an examination of key
determinants of policy sameness and difference notably benchmarking and
devolved governance part three explores the limitations to regional
competitiveness and explores whether and how its predominance in the
policy discourse might be challenged by alternative agendas such as
sustainable development and wellbeing this focuses on the developing
qualitative character of regional development this volume critically
engages with the theory and policy of regional competitiveness thus
providing the first integrated critique of the concept for undergraduate
and postgraduate students as well as academics interested in regional
development and policy it will unpack the concept of regional
competitiveness and explain its usefulness limitations and policy appeal
as well as examining its sustainability in the light of evolving
governance structures and the imperatives of broadening regional
development agendas

The Aware Saga 2011-01-01

attitudes aren t free offers a framework for improving policy in the
areas of religious expression open homosexuality race gender ethics and
other current issues affecting military members parco and levy provide us
with a unique and robust discussion of divisive topics that everyone
thinks about serving our nation in and out of uniform becoeme intimately
familiar with this book p 4 of cover

Critical Reflections on Regional Competitiveness
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2010-04-05

this book explains how collective bargaining has changed in important
and lasting ways over the past decade we are now seeing a new and
powerful strain of the concession bargaining that traces its roots back
to the early 1980s the collective bargaining of the past decade can be
characterized as ultra concession bargaining because it is an intense and
self perpetuating deviation from earlier concession bargaining employers
now act and unions react rather than the other way around employers
no longer have to establish a credible case of financial hardship or
commit to the traditional quid pro quo of saving jobs in return for
lower labor costs or guarantee singularity that concession bargaining
is a single even that will not have to be repeated not all collective
bargaining occurs as this extreme variant but it has become the
prevailing form essentially there has been a sea change in collective
bargaining in america the book describes the transformation of collective
bargaining in a lively and readable manner avoiding academic legalistic or
technical jargon and it will appeal to persons interested in the future
directions of collective bargaining and unionism in america e g the general
public graduate and undergraduate students in human resource
management and industrial relations courses and labor relations
managers and union activists and staff the book deals with aspects of
union revival as it asks whether ultra concession bargaining is cause or
outcome of the unions declining influence in the american economy and
society above all by using published reports on bargaining and interviews
and surveys of bargaining settlements the book shows where the
concession bargaining is now and where it is heading

Attitudes Aren't Free 2010

title from pdf cover screen viewed on apr 25 2011

The New Collective Bargaining 2012-06-12

bringing together the leading authors currently working at the
intersection of social science and transport science this volume provides
a companion to the well established and extensive international
transport and society series each chapter and the volume as a whole
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offers closer and richer consideration of the issues practices and
structures of multiple mobilities which shape the current world but
which have typically been overlooked or minimised what this approach
seeks to do is not only draw attention to many new areas of research
and investigation relating to mobile lives but also to point to new
theories and methods by which such lives have to be researched and
examined such new theories and methods are relevant both to rethinking
transport studies as such but are also recasting societal studies as
transport so that it comes out of the ghetto and enters mainstream
social science

Whose Aid is it Anyway? 2011

former federal reserve chair greenspan recently said that the risk
management paradigm is broken thus our understanding of financial
regulation no longer makes sense more generally the current financial
crisis obliges us to rethink the relationships among financial markets and
governments in out of crisis financial analyst david westbrook
illuminates the intellectual business and policy errors that have led us
into the present morass through a vivid legal and political analysis he
shows how the ideologies of the right and left have distorted financial
thinking and policy learning from these errors the book sketches the
emergence of a new understanding of risk management and bureaucratic
regulation out of crisis begins the tasks of rethinking the structures
that constitute financial markets and exploring how such structures
may be strengthened taking responsibility for the markets we build to do
so much of our society s work we may yet become mature capitalists

Australian Master Tax Guide 2012 2012

can north america survive as a region in light of the political turbulence
provoked by the global economic crisis or have regional integration and
collaboration reached a plateau beyond which disintegration is likely in
north america in question leading analysts from canada the united
states and mexico provide theoretically innovative and rich empirical
reflections on current challenges sweeping the continent and on the
faltering political support for north american regionalism this
collection begins by reviewing the recent trajectories and events that
have undermined north america s trilateral relationship then addresses
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concerns that go beyond nafta and economic issues including labour
immigration energy the environment quality of citizenship borders women s
and civil society struggles and democratic deficits although
demonstrating that many informal dimensions of north american
integration continue to flourish the contributors assess whether the
future will hold greater economic instability security crises and emerging
bilateral relationships

Mobilities: New Perspectives on Transport and
Society 2016-04-22

a core study text for the att qualification

Out of Crisis 2015-12-03

in robotic exploration of the solar system paolo ulivi and david
harland provide a comprehensive account of the design and management of
deep space missions the spacecraft involved some flown others not their
instruments and their scientific results this fourth volume in the series
covers the period 2004 to the present day and features coverage of the
rosetta and curiosity missions up to the end of 2013 coverage of mars
missions since 2005 including the mars reconnaissance orbiter phoenix and
fobos grunt plus a description of plans for future robotic exploration
of the red planet coverage of all planetary missions launched between
2004 and 2013 including the deep impact cometary mission the messenger
mercury orbiter the new horizons pluto flyby and the juno jupiter orbiter
the first complete description of the chinese chang e 2 asteroid flyby
mission ever published extensive coverage of future missions including the
european bepicolombo mercury orbiter and international plans to revisit
the most interesting moons of jupiter and saturn

North America in Question 2012-09-26

the second edition of introduction to international economics is a non
technical introduction to international economics that builds on the
strengths of the first edition it analyses in a practical way how the
internationalization of economic activities influences companies
investors and consumers as well as foreign and domestic markets while
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the book is policy oriented the adequate historical and theoretical
context is provided all concepts are discussed in a non mathematical
way and graphic analysis is used to clarify explanations which makes it
ideal for business and mba students international economics is
attracting ever more attention due to the recent worldwide economic
crisis and this book gives a truly global perspective by discussing real
world examples and case studies from different sectors including from
the americas europe and asia new features in this edition include the
following updated empirical material the chapter on balance of payments
the foreign exchange market and their relationship has been completely
rewritten expanded material on developments in the european monetary
integration process more focus on issues in emerging economies such as
the practice and lessons of currency boards dollarization and the
occurrence of currency crises
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Robotic Exploration of the Solar System
2014-09-16

Introduction to International Economics
2017-09-15
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